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Abstract

The asynptotic exportions of solutions of a class of linear ordi
nary differential equations of arbitrary order n, containing a factor 2™
multiplying the lower order derivatives, are investigated for large values
of z in the complex plane» Four classes of solutions are considered which
exhibit the following behaviour as |z| • «

in certain sectors i(i) solu

tions whose behaviour is either exponentially large or algebraic (involving
p ( < n) algebraic expansions), (ii) solutions which are exponentially snail
(iii) solutions with a single algebraic expansion and (iv) solutions which
are even and odd functions of z whenever n+s is even. The asynptotic expan
sions of these solutions in a full neigbourhood of the point at infinity are
obtained by means of the theory of the solutions in the case o=0 developed
in a previous paper.

I. INTRODUCTION
TJiis paper 19 a sequel to ttie paper (Paris 1980) (hereinafter
referred to as I) on the asymptotic expansion of solutions for large |z| of
the nth order linear differential equation with integer power coefficients
P

It «ill be supposed throughout that a, n and p are integer» with n > p >, 0,
a t. 0 and that a , a,, •••i __
a

a

1

are arbitrary complex nuabera with a =1 and

non-zero. Applications of this type of equation arise in a variety of

physical probleas

(eg. boundary layer theory and electromagnetic wave

propagation : for references in the case a*0, see I ) . In spectral theory of
linear differential operators, equations of type (1.1) arise In connection
with

the problem of

determining tile deficiency indices of symmetric

differential operators, both when m=0 (Wood 1971) and, in a more general
setting when m is not restricted to a non-negative integer, in (Paris and
Vood 1981, 1982, 1984 ; Wood and Paris 1982).
Equation (1.1) represents an extension of the earlier work of
Turrittin (1950), Heading (1957) and Braaksma (1971) in the case p=0, and of
I in the case a=0. We snail consider four classes of solutions of (1.1)
which exhibit the following behaviour as |z| •*• «

in certain sectors:(1) a

basic set of solutions which are either exponentially larre or algebriic
involving

p

algebraic

controlling

factors,

(ii) solutions which

are

exponentially small, (ill) solutions which possess an algebraic behaviour
with a single controlling factor and (iv) solutions which are either even or
odd in z whenever n+a is even. Although the solutions of the first type are
generally not of great interest in applications, they are nevertheless of
considerable importance as they provide a basis in which to express the
other solutions of (1.1) possessing a sore useful asymptotic character.
Their asymptotic expansion in the case '** was obtained in I by means of the
asymptotic theory of integral functions of hypergeometxic type.

Our ain in this paper is to present a summary of the principal
results

on

the

asymptotic

expansions

of

these

solutions

in

a

full

neighbourhood of the point at infinity. We include, «here necessary) only a
brief

outline

of the analysis

involved,

together

with

an illustrative

example of a third order differential equation. A full discussion of the
proof of these results, including the treatment of the particular case n»p
and the generalisation to cases with real, non-integer values of a, has been
seen for the formally self-adjoint equation in (Paris and Wood 1981) and
will be given in detail for the non self-adjoint equation in a forthcoming
book (Paris and wood 1985).

No loss of generality will result in our taking the leading coefficient a =1, since an equation of type (1.1) with general a
transformed

to

the

form

with

a

»

-1

1

(a J "™*"'*-. With the coefficient of u
higher than the coefficient of u

by
( r )

the enrage

may always be

of

variable z*

being exactly one power of z

, the coefficients of the formal power

series solutions of (1.1) about z=0 satisfy two-term recurrence relations.
The

solutions

of

(1.1) are

consequently

related

to

the

generalised

hypergeometric functions (Scheffé 1942).

To see this, we introduce the polynomial G(s) of degree p associated with (1.1)
r*-i

p

G(*) = a * H" TT '-s-^
a

r

p
(

J£ '*M>
where

the constants

-t

denote

throughout that none of the

6

0.2)

the zeros of G(a). We shall

suppose

equals a negative integer (we note that,
s

since by hypothesis, a is non-zero there cannot be zero with
6
0),
o
r
thereby avoiding the complications which arise when discussing linearly
independent sets of solutions of (1.1). Ve 1st

e

denote the differential

operator zd/dz, so that

r

2 â-

r

dg

= €>(<5>->X<5>-2)... (®-r*>)

t

r=>,3

We define If=n+a, Psp+a and eultiply (1-1) by 2 to obtain

With the change of variable
>

at-

N

Bccaes the generalised hypergeometric
hypergeoaetric equation
the above equation becomes

{W-±)... (S- &) - *£(£+£)}*

- O.

(..3)

Solutions of this equation can be expressed in terms of the
Y
are

-(*) hypergeosetric functions (Slater 1966). These solutions, however,
of little

exponentially

interest

since,

for most

values

of n,n,p they are

large as |z| * " for ail values of argz. In search of

solutions which have a more useful asynptotic behaviour at infinity, we turn
to the Meijer G-functions, which are themselves linear combinations of the
F

(T) functions. The advantage of these solutions is that the exponen-

tially large parts of the t

, ( T ) functions can be arranged to cancel out

in certain sectors of the z-plane, to leave algebraic or exponentially small
behaviour.
Of the possible set of Meijer function solutions for (1.3)

(Luke

1975) we shall base our solutions on the particular Meijer function

r,,£ (

i-jÊi,...,

•f>*/

)

T

i-ér
<?«£«/>.

(1

.

4)

The choice of the index & is at our disposal and determines the character
of a solution in a certain neighbourhood of infinity. However, the structure
of (1.1) is such that it does not prove necessary to apply the detailed
theory of these functions.
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II. THE SOLUTIONS WHEN asO
Ve first consider the case msK) which was exaained in I. As this
case is fundamental to the developaent of the theory of (1.1) in the general
case, in this section we give a suaaary of the principal results. A solution
of (1.1) when a*0 is given by the Mellin-Banies integral
/•"*'

Un

*

s
(2.1)

where the path of integration is suitably indented (if necessary) to sepa
rate the poles of

r ( JL •

_ i ) , situated at s=-e.-nk, k=0,l,2,...(j=l,

...,p) from those of r(-s) situated at 8*0,1,2,... (provided none of the
6, equals a negative integer). Upon expansion of r (-s) as a product of n
gamma functions by the multiplication foraula, the integral (2.1) nay be
recognised as a constant multiple of the Keijer function (1.4) with index
I sp.
The integral (2.1) nay be evaluated by swinging round the path of
integration

into

the

infinite

semi-circle

in

the

right-half

plane,

when |arg (-z)| < —-— »{1 + -P ) , and application of the residue theorem
to find the series expansion t

which holds for all arg z by analytic continuation. The solution U
(z) is
n,P
an integral function of z and i3 unlforaly and absolutely convergent
throughout the finite z-plane. Since the differential equation (1.1) is
unchanged when s=0 if z replaced by u z, where u denotes an nth root of
unity, we see that, with the above restrictions on

6 , a fundamental system

of solutions is given by

K,p (<^j*), <°j = °*p("iiM

, j-°,;

-, »-'.

(2.3)

He now state the first asymptotic expansion theorem for U
( ).
n,p
We define the parameters
z

t We employ a different normalisation of the solutions when m=0 to that
given in I.

5

«here, fro» (1.2),

and introduce the formal asysptotic miss

EfiO - f ^ ^ - " * % , f figs ***"/ | ^ ffigtf***»f,(2.5)
(2.6)
where

S »<*>*>

rf**)]rr(a£^) S**)

-£ $

(2.7)

(

with tbe prise denoting the oaission of the tern corresponding to j=s in the
product. Hie coefficients c. are Independent of z with e =1 and in (2.6) it
has been assuaed that no two of the

8 ^ either coincide or differ by an

integer multiple of n. Then we have the following

Theoren 1 . For |z| - »

, the solution U

(z) of (1.1), in the case nsO

and n > p. has the asynptotic expansion given by

% k) ~ *(*> * « <* '**)

-i 1-9 */ «

&('-$)
(2.8)

where the upper or lower sign is taken according as arg z ia > 0 or
respectively. The expansion of the fundamental systes. XI

<

0

( ni .z), j=0,l,

... ,n-l in (2.3) follows immediately by sinple rotation of the argument by
2 "J/n.

this result was established in I by applying tbe powerful asyaptotic theory of integral functions of hypergeoaetric type, developed principa
lly by Ford (1936), Newsoa (1938), Wright (1940) and Braaokma (1964), to the
series expansion of U
(z) in (2.2).
n,p

> 2, the coefficients c. in the exponential expansion E(z)

For k

are defined by an n-tera recurrence relation given in X. The complexity of
the terns does not readily permit the explicit formulation of any but the
given by

«her»

Die algebraic expansion H ( z ) when soae of the
(

8 . coincide or differ by

integer nultiples of n, is obtained froffl
p

m~± £f**W-s)JTrfrâ) (« *zf*is.

„.

The integral is along a contour encircling the pole a, in the positive sense
and the sunnation is to be carried out over all the poles s. resulting from
s
0i
(—-—
+ — * — )
(j=l»..-,p) but excluding those of r (-s)» In this case.
K

r

n

r

certain poles in (2.10) will be of higher order, and their residues must be
evaluated accordingly and will involve terms in log z.

The solution tl _(z) is thus seen to be exponentially large as
|z| •* » in
|arg (-z)I

the
<

——

sector

|arg

z| < —• IT (1-p/n),

bralc expansions, each with the controlling factor z
rays arg z= ± — —

while

r(l + p/n) its asynptotic expansion

in

the

sector

comprises p alge-

, j=l. .... p. On the

T (1-p/n), the exponential tern in (2.5) is oscillatory

and the expansion of U

__(z) is therefore of the nixed type, where both the

exponential and algebraic expansions nust be retained* On crossing arg 3=0,
where the algebraic expansions (2.6) are of naximm degree of subdominancy,
the

coefficients of z

'

s multiplying the algebraic expansions change

discontinuously by the factor exp(2 ir i S ) . This is the Stokes phenomenon,
where the coefficients of tile subdoainant algebraic terns change discontinuously on arg z*0 in order to preserve the single valuedness of U
(z) aa
n.p
z describes a circuit about the origin.

l0)

7

Solutions of (1.1) when n=0 which possess an exponentially saall
or algebraic expansion (with the single controlling factor z~
sectors of the z-plane at infinity will be denoted by V

j) in certain

(as) and
n,p

W

( S. j z) respectively. To within constant multiples, these solutions

correspond to the Meijer function (1.4) with index I equal to 0 and 1 respectively, and are defined by the integrals

V(.)

- J. r

SrM

(£***» „"%w.

(2.11)

where the paths of integration are indented at 3=0 to lie to the left of all
the poles of r (-a) but, in the second integral, to the right of the poles
Si

5

of r (—-—

+ —jp*-) ( S. not equal to a negative integer). As usual the

prise denotes the oaission of the tern corresponding to r=j. These integral
representations are valid in the sectors

if («-/>) <"1* < H (»-/>) * &g , (**'>

(2. )
13

<z), (i =0) and V
n.p
n p
( S ,;z) ( i al)« We observe that the solution W
( g
; ) only represents a
new solution of (1.1) for p > 2, since, when p=l, tf ,( - ; z) = U „(z).
n.i
i
n i

which we shall refer to as the principal sectors of V

s

2

B

(

Application of the residue thcorea and appeal to analytic continuation shows that

W

" to *f ft^~ rfi-êr-k)
—^

2 U

'-

for all arg z. These solutions are both integral ^unctions of z, uniformly
and absolutely convergent throughout the finite z-plane. Note that for
integer values of

e » there is no contribution to the suns (2.14) and

(2.IS) whenever k+

p is a positive integer multiple of n.

For |z| * • , V
if

' -fir

n,p

(z) possesses the expansion

-*ti *>//"-«?

i-

»A"-A>T T T

""/("-?)-.

i-,

(2.16)
valid in the extended sector

r

-ILS- < * °l Z < 2Zfo-t>) •*• Uâ ,

"I

ê

;

("171

where the parameters, pc , 0 are defined in (2.4) and the coefficients c. are
thotie appearing in E(z). Thus V

(z) is exponentially small as |z|»« in the

principal sector (2.13) with i =0. The behaviour in the rest of the S-P tor
(2.17) is exponentially large, while on the boundaries, arg z •= — » K ,
3
-—itK

of the exponentially small sector. V

(z) is exponentially oscilla-

tory. We remark that for cases with n » p , the exponentially small sector
approaches the half-plane Re(z) - 0.
The expansion of
ned

by

w

the usual method,

( 8. ; z) in its principal sector may be obtaidescribed

in

(Slater 1966), of estimating

Mellin-Bames integrals by displacing the path ox integration in (2.12) to
s

the left over the poles of r (—-—

&i

• - ~ — ) -

for |z| » „ in the principal

sector (2.13) with i= 1,

r

=<

"

'

(2.18)

This expansion is seen to consist of a single blgebraic expansion with the
- 6
controlling factor 2 j,
The expansion of V
(7) and V
{ 3. • ) outside the sectors
n.p
np
j
(2.17) and (2,13) respectively, can be obtained by employing the following
z

f

expansion theorems [ I ] ,

Theorem 2 . When m=0, the solutions V
(z) and w_ (8 , ; z) of (i.l) may
«
n,p
n,p j
be expressed as linear combination? of solutions of the fundamental
s'Stem U
( u.z) in (2.3) in -the fora
-*
n.P J

V« = è^V»""^
V*">*
The coefficients S
— — —

—•

(2.19)

iM,

Z«,.^,>f"""^ -lj'*-pare defined by

r »

£

•--

—

•"

••

77 «*.£/**) - 2 B **p[fr-£-*-)*"A>],
rt

t">.i

(2-»)

where it is to be understood that when i. =1, the factor omitted in the product of series Is that corresponding to r=j. In particular we have
( 2i)t P

% - f*/Vi>" J U 7 • *r-<.' " - ' *d'% L A I t

The expansions in (2.19) may be obtained by application of the
reflection formula for the gamma function in (2.11) and (2.12) and use of
(2.20), together with analytic continuation to all arg z. As the expansion
of U
{ w.z) ia known for all arg z from Theorem 1, it follows that the
n,P
J
complete asymptotic e:<:pansion of V
(z) and W
( S . ; z) beyond the
n,p
n,p j
sectors (2.17) and (2.13) may be constructed from (2.19).
=

A discussion of the three different situations which can arise
according as to whether the central angle i K of the sector in which U
n,p
(z) is exponentially large f cf. (2.8)} is less that', equal to a.* greater Jhan
2 IT /n (tiiatIs* according as n-p is less than, equal to or greater than 2)
is discussed in I. We simply remark here tnat, from (2.19), the asymptotic
behaviour of Vn,p (z) and Jn,p( (,
j ; z) (j = 1,2,...,p) when n-p=l is
characterised by alternate exponential and algebraic sudors, each of central angle • In. snen n-p=2, the exponential sectors are adjacent, while for
n-p ^ 3 the exponential sectors overlap.
A second convenient set of n fundamental solutions of (1.1), when
m=0 and n > p, is given by taking the p algebraic-type solutions, W

(B,;z)

10

together

with

n-p exponentially

aaall

solutions,

V

(»

z ) . These

functions provide the only fundamental set; of solutions whose aeabers pos
sess distinct algebraic and exponential behaviour for large |z|. Ve nay
write this fundamental set as

**,r(fi>V
Vp
n/

' J-'^-,f

f^Z)

t

u>j ts Oicf, (sirtj'/n);

(2

2 1 )

any n-p dia&nct values of

j €. fat,-.., *>-*}•
Finally, when m=0 and the order n of the differential equation is
even, we define

even

and odd solutions by S
(z) and 0
('<:). Such
n,p
n.p

solutions are of considerable

interest in physical applications, where

problems are often encountered involving synetry or anti-symmetry under the
transi oncat ion z •+• -z. These solutions are defined by the integrals[I]
ets
(2.22)
±

°°'t.

p

valid in the sector [arg(-z )|<rp/n. The paths of integration are suitably
indented to lie to the right of all the poles at s= —J- 8.- 4- nk,
11=0,1,2,... (j=l,2

p), but to the left of those of r(-s) and r(-^ s ) .

By expanding the ratio of gaaaa functions as in (2.1), these solutions nay
be shown to be constant multiples of the Heijer function (1.4) witbi =p, but
with the first superscript index n replaced by —^— n and the parameters
r/n, r*4) l 2,.,.,n-l reordered into groups corresponding to even and odd r.
t

a

Application oftileresidue theorem yields the series expansions
2k

,

O

(*•> =

w i

«

,,

r/n »*»/ f

HSmL

TTrfltîLtâL)

(2.23)

These solutions are Integral functions of z, uaiforaly and absolutely convergent throughout the finite z-plani and define S
(2) and 0_ (z) for all
"
n,p
n,p
arg z by analytic continuation. We m a r k that
1/,,,/z) = „,/*->* °^ W

(wen).

£

r

Fro» the asyapto&c theory of Integral functions of hypergeoBetric
type, thet asyaptotic expansion of IB , (z) and 0
"iV

following

(z) is given in I by the

n,p

Thcorea 3. For |zi * <•> , the asyptotic expansiona of the even and odd
solutions, E
(z), 0
(z) of (1.1) when a*0 and n ia even, are given by
np
n.p
—
—
T

t

£ ,,?(*>, &•.„(*> ~ **,„(?•**">

" £('-%)< l<"3*)*k-*

(2.24)
where the upper or lower Bigns are chosen according as arg a > 0 or< 0
respectively and the subscripts e,o refer to the even and odd solutions.
Ihe exponential expansiona. E
(z) are defined by

B (t)
e

£

= ^,60

e

' è ( >,

(2.25)

where E(z) is given in (2.5), and, in the case that the a are all distinct
and do not differ by integer Multiples of n. the algebraic expansiona.
He.o (z) are "
given by
T

/n

n

.. (*S*) « •»Z(S ***') ~à-v>
e

S^fo*)

r

where S
tea

(2.26)

(s ;z) Is defined in (2.7). The expansion at the fundaeental ays-

(2.27)
followa i—ndiately by siaple rotation of the argument by 2n-j/n.
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The solutions B
(z) and 0_ (z) are consequently exponentially
n,p
»>P
,
large as |z| * » in the sectors |arg(± z)| < — * — i (1-p/n) and possess an
algebraic behaviour in the sectors |arg(±iz)|

< -i- p/n. On the dividing
¥

rays, org z = ± -J- » (1-p/n) and arg z =*-^- n(l + p/n), the expansions are
of the nixed type where both the exponential and algebraic expansions mist
be retained. By suitable choice of j in (2.27), it is possible to orientate
the sectors in which

the behaviour of these solutions is algebraic. Of

particular interest in physical probleas are even and odd solutions which
are algebraic

as z * ± * • Vhen -=- n

choose je -*•
a

for exaspla, so that the solutions B

n

algebraic as |z| * »
odd,

is even, it is always possible to
(iz) and 0
(iz) are
n,p
n,p

in the sectors I arg (± z)|<—£— it p/n. «hen - 1 - n is

it is only possible to choose j in (2.27) such that the algebraic

sectors, |arg (±iu z)l < —
4

ip/n enriose the real axis provided p s 3.
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III. THE SOLUTIONS FOB a A POSITIVE INTEGER

We extend the definition of the four classes of solutions of (1.1)
«hen K = 0 , U_ (z), V_ (z), W_ ( 8. ; z) and K_ _(z), 0_ _<z), discussed in
"•P
»,P
"«P
J
»«P
<P
the preceding section, to include the general case of positive integer
values of a. We shall denote these solutions by the addition of a
n

superscript index a, which is onitted in the case asQ.

Recalling that N=n+», P=p+a, we define the solution of (1.1),
which reduces to (2.1) when a*0, by

2KÀ. J

"

.

(3.1)

m

vplid in the sector

jarqfze.

-•nTTi/N

,

)) •* %TT t-n*f>)/N.

( 3

. )
2

The path of integration is as in (2.1) and the factor (- ir ) " has been introduced for convenience. By expanding r(-s) as a product of N gaama functions,
as at (2.1), and noting that the last tt of these functions cancel with the
product in Hie denominator of (3.1), we see.that this solution is a constant
bultiple of the Heijer function (1.4) with index »=p.

The solution U

(z) is an integral function of z, except for

those values of the B. for which the poles of the gaana functions cannot be
separated.

We see this as in Section 2 by swinging round the path of

integration into an infinite seai-circle in the right-half plane and applying the residue theorem to find

^

M

- **> £

—

• ~ _

TTrfi-l-k.)

(3.3)

for all arg z by analytic continuation. Ve obaerve that there is no contri
bution to the above sua whenever k+j is a positive integer aultiple of N.
Since (1.1) is unaltered if we replace z by u Z , where u denotes an Nth root
of unity, it follows that f J " ! u z) ia also a solution. The theory of linear
differential equations tells us that only n of the N solutions U
where M,=exp(2 »ij/N),

j=0,l,...,N-l, can be linearly

m

( u .z),

independent. He

therefore choose n suitable values of j to fora a fundamental set.
The expansion of U

(z) as |z| * * in the principal sector (3.2)
n,p
then follows froa (3.1) by displacing the path of integration to the left to
find

u^r(*)~i-*>Nl.iN *

a

;

s fa** v

a.*)

where S
( B ;z), in analogy with (2.7), denotes the formal asyaptotic sua
n,p
s

J

"

"

(3.5)

Ve see that this expansion consists of p expansions each with controlling
factor z~ r

, r&l,2, ...,p. When «=0 this is tile algebraic expansion

H(ze~ *)
tern in (2
H(ze
) given in (2.8). The e
(2.8) does not arise here because
arg z > 0 in the region of validity of (3.1).
To obtain the asyaptotic expansion of U
(z) valid in the rest of
m
the z-plane, it is convenient to express D
(z) as a sua of awl solutions
n,P
of an equation of type (1.1) of higher order N=n+a but with the absence of
n , p

the tern z

a

multiplying the lower derivatives. To do this, we replace the

product of gaaaa functions in the denominator of (3.1) by a product of sines
in the numerator using the reflection formula, to give

«here «e have combined the t»o products of gamma functions by defining

/Vi 'J

2

• J*'- '"'

m

(3.7)

and «here the product of sines has been expanded as

J=>
The coefficient B (the Stakes multipliers) are defined by
r

8 - r - a f V f g (->>(»*»)]ft**<"'••'"> ,
r

(3.8,

A/
with the usual convention that espty products are taken to be unity.

But «e kno» from (2.2) that, for N > P » 0,

Thus (3.6) enables us to derive the expansion theorem

valid for all arg z. The asymptotic expansion of the solution U * (z) beyond
n,p
the principal sector (3.2), «here its expansion is given by (3.4) , may no»
be constructed from that of the a+1 U„ „ ( u.z) functions in (3.9) and
application of Theorem 1, with n and p both incremented by a.
m

Ve remark that «e have expressed the solution U
(z) of the nth
n,p
order equation (1.1) In terms of the solutions 0
of an equation of the
H,Jr

form

(1.1) of higher

effectively

order N,

involving

P

lover derivatives but with

m=0. This connection nay be exhibited by differentiation of

(1.1) • times and use of the additional parameters

S

defined in (3.7).
P+j

Adopting the form (1.2), «e may «rite (1.1) as

U.'"' - z" 7T (&-fi-) U = O,

16

Successive differentiation with respect to z yields

and, after the nth differentiation,

of"""' -

(£>>-0«5>+2y... «S>+r») Tff®+fr)«

= O.

ret

This nay be rearranged as
p
u

=

-"° ~ ÏÏ, (&*&>* °; far = r ^/,»_,«;

which, as «e have seen in section 2, possesses the solutions U
= exp (2»ij/N). We shall call

N

O l o y

(o> z ) ,

u

(3.10) the related differential equation

associated with (1.1).

The solution U

(s) considered so far is capable of exhibiting

only algebraic or exponentially large behaviour as |z| » »

. The extension

of the exponentially small and algebraic-type solutions in Section 2, for
positive integer m,
dices I =0 and

are given by constant multiples of (1.4) with the in-

1 respectively. After suitable manipulation of the

gaau

functions, as in (3.1), and introduction of the additional parameters B

,
P+J

in (3.7), we have -Uie integral representations

lr

2wi J

.

P

*"* -«• fr" rn-ir-s.)

.

(3.12)

valid in the principal sectors

i&T)

<

~1 *

<

H("-P> * ^ r

fJ

i )

"'-

(3

-

13)
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On comparing with (2.11) and (2.12), we see at once that

i". their respective principal sectors, and hence for all arg z by analytic
continuation. Thus we have succeeded in expressing the solutions V * (z) and
">P
( g. ; z) in terns of the single corresponding solution of the related
">»P J
Mth order equation (3.10) with « effectively equal to zero. It then followB
V

that the aeyaptotic expansions of a fundanental systea of these solutions,
given by the p functions « * ( B.;z), j=l,2
p together with any n-p
n.p
J
functions V_ ( . z ) , u, = exp (2nij/N), j=0,l
N-1, can be obtained
n»P
J
J
iuiediately from (2.16), (2.13) and Theorems 1 and 2, with n and p both
increaented by a and
m

u

p

*

Ve note that when p=0 or 1

(z)

w

(p

=&>n

C w - (->"<C > »>- <'*>

y

(z)

"< -

(3 i5)

-

Finally, even and odd solutions of (1.1) can be found whenever
N=n+a is even. Ve can achieve this in two different ways which we consider
separately below : either when n,m are both even or when botli are odd. In
the case when n,a are both even we shall write nt=2a'. The even and odd
solutions In this case which reduce to (2.22) when «=0 may be shown to be

à

< «x r_Œfi ff£&zL
pW

fir/sew»""*'*")'*

^

18

«

~tri

1

.

(3.13)

/M

A/ /

where the paths of integration are as in (2.22) and the integrals are both
valid in the sector |arg (e~ *

z )| <ir p/lt. The series expansions define

the solutions for all arg z by analytic continuation.
Oaittiqg the details, which consist of employing the additional
in (3.7) and application of the reflection formula for the gansa

VJ
function,

we nay express B

ra

m

(z) and 0
(z) as suss of the corresponding
o,p
n,p
even and odd solutions of the related higher order equation (3.10) with

effectively tt=0. He find the expansion theorems in the case n n both even,
r

valid for all arg z,
B

E

% & ' £ ' ™,r~

(ie

>

(3.20)

N

(3.21)

e,o
where the coefficients B
are given by
r

In the case n,n both odd, we set m=2m'-l. A siailar procedure
shows that the even and odd solutions in this case «ay be defined by

jj,

** i-'.rfk+i)

< N

TJj

Jfr//-*/-**\
77 rti-H-sk)

j-i

(3.22)

[3

J

(3

23

- >
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3

= n 2- &

«here

the

|arg (e~ *

integrals
l l n

1

" ''

UN

-£
>,

M
2

(3.22)

2 )| < „ (

I

and
p

ne

) ,

"J

«

(3.24)

(3.25)
are defined

in

the

sectors

±i)/M respectively. The corresponding expan

sion theorems when n aj are both odd, v&lid for all arg z, are then
f

(3.26)
B

O

M * H r &
"IP

?To

)

„ fze
"*"> I"""

e o
where the coefficients B ' are now defined by

r
r L+N'

'

•> J°>i

*i*

Try
N

(3.27)

N

The above expansions i n (3.20) and (3.26) nay be used t o c o n s t r u c t
m

n

the asymptotic expansions of B
( u . z ) and 0
U > J Z ) , O . = exp ( 2 » i j / N),
n,p
J
n p J
J
as |z| * «for all arg z from tne known expansions of B
(z) and
n p
w
(z) given in Theorem 3 with n and p botii incremented by m.
n p
a

v

1

t

v

We note that because of the disposition of the gamma functions in
tile integrands and the choice of the path of integration, the integral
representations (3.16) and (3.18) are valid only for p > 0, and (3.24) for
p > 1. In 1xie cases not covered, we must select the alternative path of
integration «.-ic, »+ic

(c > 0) for the Meijer function described in (Luke

1975). The resulting series and asymptotic expansions remain unaltered.

IV. AN EXAMPLE
To illustrate the asymptotic theory of (1.1) given in section 3,
we consider the specific example, with n=3, aap=l,
U.

-Z(2u'+*U)

=O

a jM?,-f,-.?,... .

t

(*.I)

This third order differential equation arises in magnetohydrodynamic bounda
ry layer theory (Glaaser et al. 1975) and in the stability of the stellar
wind (Kahn 1961). The case m»4) has been considered previously by Langer
(19S5) and in [I]

.

We find from (1.2) and (2.4) that

B ^

and » - -j-a - - j - . The

basic solution is then, froa (3.1) and (3.3),

--irf

m

f "*^* "
2

H a )

•

In (Paris and Wood 1969, it is shown that 1H,

(z) can also be represented

in terms of the Bessel function by the Laplace integral

The asymptotic expansion of 01

(z) in the principal sector (

», - T - » > is

found froa (3.4) and (3.5) to be

Outside the principal sector, we oust use the expansion theorem (3.9)
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i / 4

witn Bo = - 4^ •" "

. ' , 1- - — 2 '
B

i / 4

- »

0

k" »

ft

«"

I»>oore« 1 that

«here E and H are the exponential and algebraic type of asynptotic

SUBS

defined

n=4,

in

(2.5),

p=2, ô = -J- a - -3-,

(2.6)
8

and

(2.7).

In

particular,

on

setting

= a and, fron (3.7), S - = 1, we have

where c =1, and
o

J

'

Note that in H(ze
as arg

(ze *

3

o

e_ = -r—- (a-3)

k^ff

i wi
Tni .
z
•e
J
)

k{

the upper or lower sign is chosen according

is > 0 or < 0 respectively. Ve see fron (2.9) that

; in this particular exaaple. a closed form representation

for the coefficients c. in terms of the Gauss hypergeonetric function can be
given as [l )

The

leading

behaviour

of

U

3 l

(z)

as

|z|»»in

the exponential

sectors (- -•• i ~
") ^ad (- — * — ^ i) is therefore given by
4
4
4
4
T

,

. . .

a

i

*

On tbe rays arg z = - —*- T , ±
4

aaymptotics

, which dévide the adjacent sectors, the
4

are a coabination of algebraic and exponential oscillatory

expansions.
The solution which is exponentially saall at infinity is given by
(3.11) to be

r( s)

K,c) ~±[

-

valid In ita principal sector i—rr,
^

(2

e

*

-J«t\*
3

Js

— TT). The relationship (3.14} gives
4

with asymptotic expansion as |z|-> » in the extended sector (- -7-it , — » )
4
4
given by (2.16)

i-à«

, -JW ^""*

i** ? , ,,-•",-*

/ ,,
4

where the c. are as defined in (4.2). Thus V
(z) is exponentially saall
1 3
'
1
4 * •—3" 4 * ) . «fa may obtain the asynptotic exin the principal
sector (—jpension of V _ ,(z)
(z) outside
outside its
its extended
extended sector
sector (( ^*-ITir,
, —r~
—7— TT )) by
by use
use of
3,1 in this case is
4
4
Theorea 2, which

V>; • £ I,-<W"«
where the coefficients B

(2-r)VA/2. ,

^,

are given by (2.20) with P = 2, namely

This will be a combination

of algebraic, H(z) and exponential, E(z)

expansions as for 0 , , ( * ) . In the sectors (-2- x, -r » ) and (- -4— w ,—4— •>
- «»1
4
4
4
4
it follows that V _ ,(z) is exponentially large at infinity with expansion
given by (4.3). In the retaining sector ( *— TT ,
r ^
P
algebraic in character.
-

i : n c e x

a n B i o n

i s

23

As in the case «=0, the algebraic type solution V

(/3, ;z) re

quires no discussion, since fron (3.15) it is icentically equal to cite basic
solution - 0

,(z). But, unlike Hie case «=0, it is possible, -Jhen n=l, to
3,2

construct even and odd solutions, even though the differencial equation
(4.1) is of odd order. .Since n=3 anc* B = 1 , we ere in tile case n,n both odd of
the preceding section. With a'=l, the even solution if, fron (3.22) and
(3.23), given by

According to tbe expansion theorea (3.26),

this is equrj. to the even solu

tion E , (z) of the related fourth trder
-order eequation (3.10) with »=0, as may be
*,2
verified directly by inspection of (2.22).

The odd solution is defined by (3.25) and (3.26) to be, for all z,

«here

0

(JS) is the odd solution of the related fourth order equation

(3.10) with B * 0 and the priae indicates suaaation over even values of k.
Note that, because p=l here, the integral representation (3.24) for 0 i (a>
3.1
has null range of validity ar
end of Section 3 ) .

may not be enployed (see the reaark at the

24
The asyaptotic expansions of

B.

(z) and

0. _(z) are known fro»

Theorea 3. Fro» (2.24) and (2.26), wc obtain

where K (a) » —- E d ) , as defined in (2.5) , and
•
2

Siailarly, we have

«here E (z) s B { » ) . and

Ve now see that both even and odd solutions are exponentially large in the
sectors (-

n/4 , n/4

) and (3jr/4

,

5 / 4 ) and of algebraic type at inïï

finity in the sectors (-3V4,- , /4) and ( i/4, 3ir/4). On the dividing
rays arg z = ± 3tt/4

, ±n/4 tile expansions are of aixed type, where both

algebraic and exponential oscillatory terns Bust be considered.

It is interesting to contrast these expansions with

the corres-

ponding results for the equation n=3, p-1, a=0 discussed in I. There we had
exponentially

snail, algebraic

and

exponentially

large

sectors each of

25
angular width 2v/3. The effect of introducing the multiplier z

t

acting on

the lower order derivatives in the differential equation, is to reduce the
angle of the basic sector to w/2. The sectors reaain touching, but now with
two adjacent algebraic sectors and one each of exponentially large and small
behaviour!
We remark finally that solutions of (4.1) which are real on the
real z-axis (a real) can be found froa the above either by suitable rotation
of the argument z by multiples of « /2 or by forming suitable linear
combinations. The equation (4.1) with

a = - l , instead of a_=l, can be

similarly dealt with by rotation of z by » /4.
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